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Abstract
This study focuses on cases of suffixal rivalry in denominal adjective formations in Rus-

sian, namely on two adjectival suffixes: -n- and -sk-. We use statistical modelling (multivari-
ate logistic regression) to shed light on properties of base nouns that contribute to the choice
of one of the competing suffixes. In the first part, we provide model interpretation through
traditional metrics (accuracy, confusion matrix and model coefficients with their respective p-
values). However, model accuracy may not be uniform if we compare different samples of the
data set and may take a wide range of values. In the second part of this study, we complete
our interpretation of model results by performing error analysis in order to get a better un-
derstanding of the underlying properties of base nouns that cause model failure. We explore
Responsible AI Toolbox widgets for this purpose. Onemain result of this study is that the same
semantic base noun properties are related to both high model performances and model errors.

1. Introduction
The derivation of adjectives from nouns is a complex process in Russian morphol-

ogy, as there is a lot of variation in the range of suffixes employed. Hence, they consti-
tute a good testing ground for the study of the competition between rival derivational
strategies for the same syntactic and semantic function (Lindsay and Aronoff, 2013;
Aronoff, 2016).

The use of quantitative methods to investigate the situations of affix rivalry has
increased recently. The studies rely heavily on statistical and computational methods
as opposed to traditional qualitative research. Quantitative methods are exploited to
evaluate the influence of different factors on the selection of rival affixes. Inferential
statistics can be based on a variety of models (Baayen et al., 2013), including ana-
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logical models (Chapman and Skousen, 2005; Arndt-Lappe, 2014), logistic regres-
sion (Bonami and Thuilier, 2018), word vectors (Wauquier, 2020; Guzmán Naranjo
and Bonami, 2021; Huyghe andWauquier, 2021), neural networks (GuzmánNaranjo,
2019; King et al., 2020).

The competition between adjectival suffixes is determined by a complex combi-
nation of phonological, morphological and semantic factors. In this paper we aim at
modeling suffixal rivalry in the construction of denominal adjectives in Russian. The
approach adopted in this paper consists in studying non-ambiguous cases for each
suffix in the data set and in highlighting the emerging properties of base nouns that
allow to tease apart competing suffixes. For illustration purposes wewill use -n- and -
sk- suffixes data, however, the approach can be applied for both binary andmulticlass
classification problems (i.e. to include more than two suffixes in the study).

The goal is to understand the role of base noun properties in predicting -n- and
-sk-. There is a variety of models which can be used for this purpose due to their high
interpretability. For instance, logistic regression, decision trees or random forest can
output variable importance scores (base noun properties) in explaining the outcome
(suffix). In this study we use multivariate logistic regression, a well-established sta-
tistical modelling framework. The choice of logistic regression over other models is
driven by several factors: it is a tool based on statistical formulae, the direction of
coefficients (positive or negative) can be associated with two classes of binary classi-
fication and, finally, the coefficients are accompanied by statistical significance tests
(with p-values). Even if this model has all the advantages listed above, we will not
limit our investigation to the classical tools in order to understand it (such as its ta-
ble of coefficients). In this paper we will explore various quantitative methods for
error analysis aiming to highlight patterns or combination of patterns which are not
captured by our model, and the reasons behind them.

The error analysis was proposed by King et al. (2020) as approach to understand
the output of sequence-to-sequence models, which are generally hard to interpret, for
inflectional task in Russian. This paper goes further and uses quantitative and qual-
itative approaches for error analysis and model interpretation. Based on error anal-
ysis, our study provides a new perspective on the nature of suffix rivalry in Russian
derivation and sheds light on previously unseen phenomena.

The data on which our study is performed were extracted from the Russian Na-
tional Corpus. The data set is composed of highly frequent adjectives. Section 2 dis-
cusses different problemswhich emergewhen studying adjectives in Russian. Section
3 presents the overview of the RussianNational Corpus, data set constitution and base
noun properties annotation. Section 4 focuses on building a logistic regression classi-
fier, it provides data on its performance as well as model summary highlighting the
base noun properties which are statistically significant for classification task. Section
5 focuses on error analysis and diagnostics, sheds light on base noun properties which
may bemisleading for themodel and discusses the underlying reasons for errors. The
error analysis here is complementary to the logistic regression task.
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2. Adjectives in Russian

There are various strategies to derive adjectives from nouns in Russian. Classical
grammars such as Townsend (1975) or Švedova (1980), for instance, enumerate more
than 25 suffixes, which have different degrees of productivity. Three suffixes are iden-
tified as being productive in synchrony (Zemskaya, 2015; Hénault and Sakhno, 2015;
Kustova, 2018): -n-, -sk- and -Ov- (capitalO in both cases represents a vowel that may
correspond, phonologically, to different surface forms, and orthographically to <o>
or <e>). The suffixes in question can be considered as the three main adjectival suf-
fixes (abstract entities, denoted in capital letters), while others may be interpreted as
their extended variants, denoted in small letters (Bobkova and Montermini, 2019):

• -N-: -n-, -Ovn-, -ičn-, -ivn-, -on(n)-, -en(n)-, -(e)stven(n)-, -ozn-, -al’n-, -onal’n-,
-arn-, -in-;

• -SK-: -sk-, -esk-, -česk-, -ičesk-, -ističesk-, -ijsk-, -ansk-, -ensk-, -insk-, -istsk-, -Ovsk-;
• -OV-: -Ov-.
Recent developments in derivationalmorphology, cf. Hathout (2011); Plénat (2011);

Roché (2011) among others, consider that various types of constraints (phonological,
morphological, semantic, pragmatic, etc.) display a complex interaction, resulting in
the choice of one of the rival suffixes. However, in the existing literature on Russian
language the choice of one or the other suffix is often studied theoretically, through
extended data, but not necessarily by means of quantitative analysis. For instance, in
Townsend (1975); Švedova (1980); Zemskaya (2015)we can encounter extensive indi-
cations on phonological, semantic or lexico-morphological factors that allow the com-
bination with each suffix in question. Graščenkov (2019) references Švedova for the
properties of base nouns discussed above and studies syntactic properties of suffixes
-n- and -sk-.1 Graudina et al. (2001); Hénault and Sakhno (2015), for instance, focus
on the semantics of derived adjectives and provide evidence on distinction between
-n- and -sk- based on context the adjectives appear in. However, all the indications
are not supported with quantitative and/or statistical evidence.

For the purposes of the present study we will focus on phonological, morpholog-
ical and semantic properties of the base nouns.

The examples of nouns combining with -n- are given in Table 1.2. In Švedova
(1980), for instance, the following non-extensive indications on -n- can be encoun-
tered. Semantically, this suffix mainly combines with non-animate common nouns,
either abstract (1) or concrete (2), although animate nouns are also possible bases
(3). Phonologically, it is stress-neutral, as it combines both with bases with stress on

1The analysis is based on the ability of -n- and -sk- adjectives to form adverbs, to have short forms and
comparative forms in their paradigms, to derive abstract nouns, to combine with evaluative suffixes.

2For illustration purposes we provide stress position information for the base nouns in Tables 1 and 2
In the rest of the paper these indications will be excluded, except if relevant.
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the stem (4) or on inflection (5), and it selects stems displaying consonant mutation
(6, 7). Etymologically, it combines both with native (8) and foreign (9) bases.

noun adjective gloss
1 gnev gnevn(yj) ‘anger’
2 kiparís kiparisn(yj) ‘cypress’
3 inženér inženern(yj) ‘engineer’
4 kómnat(a) kómnatn(yj) ‘room’
5 zim(á) zímn(ij) ‘winter’
6 jazýk jazyčn(yj) ‘tongue / language’
7 drug družn(yj) ‘friend’
8 dym dymn(yj) ‘smoke’
9 arxitektúr(a) arxitekturn(yj) ‘architecture’

Table 1. Sample with -n- suffixation

Table 2 provides examples of nouns combiningwith -sk-. This suffix does not seem
to be selective semantically, since it may combine with inanimate (1) and animate (2)
nouns, including nouns denoting humans (3), and may also combine with proper
nouns (4). Phonologically, it privileges stems ending in alveolar (5) or dental (6)
consonants, and, like -n-, it selects nouns with stress on the stem, and mutated stems
(7,8).

noun adjective gloss
1 universitét universitetsk(ij) ‘university’
2 kon’ konsk(ij) ‘horse’
3 bandít banditsk(ij) ‘bandit’
4 Irán iransk(ij) ‘Iran’
5 soséd sosedsk(ij) ‘neighbour’
6 šef šefsk(ij) ‘boss’
7 Vólg(a) volžsk(ij) ‘Volga (river)’
8 Čéxi(ja) češsk(ij) ‘Czechia’

Table 2. Sample with -sk- suffixation

The literature revision proves that the indications on these properties often lack
precision: the same base noun property can be listed as favourable for different suf-
fixes. It remains unclear which properties are statistically significant for the suffix
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choice. The goal of this study is twofold: first, we will provide statistic evidence on
the base noun properties that allow to discriminate between -n- and -sk- for highly
frequent adjectives through logistic regression model. Second, we will identify and
diagnose in depth the error patterns; this investigation will shed light on the distribu-
tion of base noun properties across different subsets of data which are prone tomodel
failure.

3. Data

To perform our analysis, we proceededwithweb scraping adjectives from the Rus-
sian National Corpus (Plungjan et al., 2005),3 a corpus of modern Russian containing
over 600 million words. This corpus is divided in several subcorpora. For the pur-
pose of this study we are interested in standard Russian, both written and spoken.
Consequently, the adjectives were extracted from five subcorpora: main (texts rep-
resenting standard Russian: modern written texts from the 1950s to the present day,
real-life Russian speech recordings from the same period, and early texts from the
middle of the 18th to the middle of the 20th centuries), media (articles from mass
media between 1990 and the 2000s), multimedia (Russian movies between 1930 and
2000), spoken (recordings of public and spontaneous spoken Russian and the tran-
scripts of the Russian movies) and poetic (covers the time frame between 1750 and
the 1890s, but also includes some poets of the 20th century).

Having established the types of subcorpora we are interested in, we automatically
extracted adjectives by searching lemmas with a final sequence corresponding to -n-
or -sk- immediately preceding inflectional suffixes typical of citation forms of Russian
adjectives.4 78113 lemmaswere extracted, we automatically filtered extended variants
(almost 1/3 of the data set). Semi-automatic and manual cleaning further allowed to
discard >70% false positives, e.g. forms corresponding to adverbs derived with -n-
(vnezapno ’suddenly’), possessive adjectives in -in (mamin ’motherpos’), proper nouns
(surnames) ending in -sk- (Stanislavsk(ij) ’Stanislavsky’). This first list was addition-
ally filtered in order to keep only adjectives clearly derived from nouns. The vast
majority of remaining adjectives are denominal, other cases were removed: noun to
adjective conversions (zdorov’(e) - zdorov(yj) ’health’; tajn(a) - tajn(yj) ’secret’), ad-
verb to adjective conversions (dëševo - dešëv(yj) ’cheap’, rano - rann(ij) ’early’), as well
as the adjectives without any motivating base. Furthermore, we only took into ac-
count adjectives having token frequency >100, excluding non frequent formations
along with hapaxes from the present study.

3Available at https://ruscorpora.ru/. The choice of web scraping method is driven by the absence of an
official API for data access in Ruscorpora.

4The citation form of adjectives corresponds to nominative masculine singular. Three orthographic
forms are possible: <yj>, <ij>, <oj>.
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Base nouns were also automatically reconstructed for each adjective. In case of
multiple base candidates (zritel’/zreni(e) - zritel’n(yj) ’viewer/vision’) and polysemy
(kamer(a)1/kamer(a)2 - kamern(yj) ’cell/chamber’), these potential base nouns, aswell
as nouns with different semantics, were included as separate entries and annotated
accordingly. Manual assessment at this stage led to verification of the exact shape of
the reconstructed base nouns. The final data set was composed of 1048 types (620 for
-n- and 428 for -sk-).

The competition between affixes is driven by a complex combination of factors.
In order to examine different dimensions of rivalry, we annotated several properties
of base nouns that have been highlighted in previous linguistic works as potential
predictors of the suffix, as discussed in Section 2. In what follows we will present
these properties in details and give a brief overview of the studies of rivalry mainly
in English and French that use the same properties as predictors in modelling.

Etymological property include one binary predictor:
• Source: whether the base noun is of Slavic (0) or foreign (1) origin.
Phonological properties include information about the following features:
• LastP: the last phoneme of the stem (Lab: labial, Den: dental, Alv: alveolar, Vel:

velar or Vow: vowel);
• SyllB: the length of the base noun in syllables - the only continuous property in

the dataset;
• Stress position is also taken into consideration:

– AccSyl: from the phonological point of view: which syllable is stressed – D:
ultimate, Ad: penultimate, Aad: antepenultimate (zim(á) ’winter’, víšn(ja)
’cherry’, rádug(a) ’rainbow’);

– AccPos: from the morphological point of view: if the stress is positioned
on R: the root of the base noun, or – if any – S: derivational or F: inflectional
suffix (son ’dream’, marksízm ’marxism’, galav(á) ’head’).

Both the last phoneme of the stem and the length of base noun in syllables are
highlighted as important in prediction of the suffix by Lignon (2010) and Bonami and
Thuilier (2018) in French, by Lindsay andAronoff (2013) in English. We complete the
list of phonological properties with information on stress position since it is not fixed
in Russian and may influence the choice of the suffix.

Morphological properties include only one predictor :
• InflCl: the inflectional class of base nouns which is represented by the I, II or

III inflectional class (pap(a)i.m ’dad’, pesn(ja)i.f ’song’; stolii.m ’table’, del(o)ii.n
’business’; ten’iii.f ’shadow’).

We follow a canonical distinction between 3 inflectional classes, although Rus-
sian nouns may be divided into larger sets of classes and subclasses (Zaliznjak, 2003;
Parker and Sims, 2019; Guzmán Naranjo, 2020). We only include inflectional class as
morphological property, however, morphological structure of base nouns may be in-
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teresting as well to study suffix rivalry further (Missud and Villoing, 2020; Varvara,
2020).

Morpho-phonological allomorphies typical of Russian inflection and derivation
were annotated as well. They include such properties as:

• Vowel0: vowel / Ø alternation, binary property (dvorec - dvorcov(yj) ’palace’);
• ConsM: consonant mutation, binary property (tvorog - tvorožn(yj) ’cottage

cheese’).
Both vowel alternation and consonant mutation reflect diachronic processes in

Russian and do not correspond to synchronically productive phonological phenom-
ena (Kapatsinski, 2010; Sims, 2017; Timberlake, 2004).

Possible differences in the semantics of derivativesmay be considered aswell, with
respect to descriptive properties (Baeskow, 2012; Fradin, 2016). We include the fol-
lowing semantic properties of base nouns in this study:

• Binary distinct properties of [±proper], [±human], [±animate], [±concrete],
[±countable];

• A: animacy, or the combination of the properties listed above into five groups
(Thuilier, 2012):

– PropHum: proper human (Pifagor ’Pithagoras’);
– ComHum: common human/animate (sobak(a) ’dog’);
– ComConc: common concrete (dom ’house’);
– PropNHum: proper non-human (Al’p(y) ’Alps’);
– ComAbst: common abstract (sojuz ’alliance’).

After performing descriptive statistics analysis and test for multicolinearity,5 some
data were removed before modeling. For instance, the nouns with samples of prop-
erties that are not large enough to be statistically representative were dropped out
(nouns with six-syllabic structure, nouns where the forth syllable from the end is
stressed). Highly correlated base noun properties were also removed. This concerns
binary semantic features since they strongly correlate to animacy subclasses, as well
as consonant mutation which strongly correlates to velar ending stems.

The data set for modelling is composed of 1020 examples, 612 for -n- and 408 for
-sk-.

4. Model

All the base noun properties listed in previous section virtually combine to form a
complete picture of situations of rivalry. In what follows we will examine their pre-
dictive power for the suffix choice when they are put all together.

We use logistic regression, a multifactorial statistical tool which allows to exam-
ine the relationship between a binary dependent categorical variables and predictor

5For more details on methodological aspects cf. Bobkova (2022).
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variables. The implementation is made with statsmodels module in Python (Seabold
and Perktold, 2010).

The data were randomly divided into training and test (with test size of 20%, so
the model was trained on 816 examples and tested on 204). We ran 500 simulations
of train-test split with a different random state.6 The goal of this manipulation is
twofold. First, we aimed at assessing overall model AUC score when trained and
tested of different subsets of original data (mean AUC: 0.8957, min AUC: 0.8345; max
AUC: 0.9502, std: 0.020)).7 Second, since overall model performance is high it does
not make a lot of mistakes, and given the relatively small test set, we searched for the
worst performing model in order to maximize error rates and have enough material
for further analysis.

We will now focus on the model with the lowest AUC (0.8345) and investigate
its performance and properties. We will use logistic regression table of coefficients
(Table 3) to evaluate statistical significance of predictors.

First, we use p-values in order to understand if a particular base noun property is
useful for suffix prediction. The p-value less than 0.05 suggests that the property has
a significant effect on the suffix choice. The model summary states that [+common,
+human] and [-common, +human] semantic properties, as well as [+dental]-ending
stems are statistically significant for predicting suffix (p<0.000). The following pa-
rameters are also significant, but to a lesser extent: [+labial]- (p<0.012), [+alveolar]-
(p<0.032) and [+velar]-ending stems (p<0.042), inflectional class 2 (p<0.021) and 1
(p<0.031). Source, the length of base noun in syllables, vowel-∅ alternation, [+com-
mon, +concrete] semantic property, morphological and phonological stress positions
are not statistically significant for -n- and -sk- classification problem.

Second, we can interpret coefficients which compare the outcome for each level of
a base noun property with the reference level (the reference levels for each categorical
predictor correspond to Slavic origin, absence of Ø vowel, common abstract, stressed
root, stressed antepenultimate syllable, inflectional class 3, vowel-ending stem). Pos-
itive coefficients increase the chances for the model to predict -sk- ([+common, +hu-
man], [-common, +human], inflectional class 1 and 2), negative coefficients, in turn,
decrease odds for -sk- and increase the probability for predicting -n- ([+dental],
[+labial]-, [+alveolar]- and [+velar]-ending stems).

Table 4 provides confusionmatrix. 31 nouns out of 204weremisclassified, the error
rate is 14.7%. This table also suggests that more classification errors were made for
-sk- (25.3% of misclassified data) rather than for -n- (8.5% of errors). We will proceed
with an in-depth investigation of these errors as well as underlying possible reasons
for them in the following section.

6500 is an arbitrary choice in order to have a large number of simulations.
7Compared to AUC score, overall accuracy score is higher: mean accuracy: 0.9079, min accuracy:

0.8534; max accuracy: 0.9559, std: 0.018.
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coef std err z P>|z|
Intercept -4.0000 1.124 -3.559 0.000
Source 0.0909 0.306 0.297 0.766
BaseLen 0.2158 0.184 1.173 0.241
Vowel0 -1.0549 0.680 -1.550 0.121
A_ComConc 0.2601 0.342 0.754 0.451
A_ComHum 4.2509 0.394 10.785 0.000
A_PropNHum 11.4359 1.177 6.461 0.000
StressMo_DerS 0.5390 0.584 0.924 0.356
StressMo_InfS -0.1964 0.732 -0.268 0.789
StressPho_ad -0.7678 0.524 -1.464 0.143
StressPho_d -0.4269 0.604 -0.684 0.494
InflCl_1 2.7431 1.274 2.153 0.031
InflCl_2 2.8106 1.219 2.306 0.021
LastPh_cAlv -0.7735 0.361 -2.143 0.032
LastPh_cDent -1.3741 0.379 -3.627 0.000
LastPh_cLab -1.0472 0.416 -2.518 0.012
LastPh_cVel -0.8042 0.396 -2.031 0.042

Table 3. Model summary

predicted -n- predicted -sk-
true -n- 118 11
true -sk- 19 56

Table 4. Confusion matrix

Classification report is shown in Table 5. Even if the chosen model has the lowest
accuracy, it still performs quite well: with accuracy of 85.3% and AUC of 83.5%, good
precision and descent recall. However, these metrics, especially accuracy, may not
be uniform across different subsets of data. Moreover, these metrics do not allow to
identify important conditions of inaccuracies. Themodelmayperformbetter for some
initial base noun properties and worse for others. Therefore, an in-depth analysis is
needed to convey a detailed interpretation of model behavior.

5. Error analysis
In this section we will further investigate the performance of the model, namely

through data exploration and interpretability techniques as well as through an anal-
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metric value
Accuracy 0.853
AUC 0.835
Precision 0.836
Recall 0.747
False Positive Rates 0.085
False Negative Rates 0.253

Table 5. Classification report

ysis of how failure is distributed for a model. We will use visualisation methods pro-
vided by Responsible AI.8

The Error analysis9 and Interpretability10 dashboards are integratedwithin the Re-
sponsible AIWidgets. They enable a better understanding of overall and local predic-
tions of the model as well as of model errors (Nushi et al., 2018; Amershi et al., 2019;
Bansal et al., 2019; Srivastava et al., 2020). These tools allow to work with regression
and classification problems, both binary and multiclass. Responsible AI tools can be
used to assess any kind of models (statistical or machine learning), even the models
which are not easily interpretable (for instance, deep learning models). In what fol-
lows we will complete the assessment of the logistic regression classifier used in this
study.

Error analysis dashboard enables the visualization of data subsets with higher er-
ror rates than the overall error score. These errors may occur when the model faces
specific set of properties among independent variables, i.e. the properties of base
nouns for which the model underperforms.

As assessed in the previous section through confusionmatrix, the overall error rate
is 14.71% since 31 out of 204 base nouns were associated with the wrong suffix.

However error patterns may be complex and involve several properties of base
nouns. The Figure 1 groups all misclassified data into subsets which can be easily
interpreted in a tree-like structure. This tree uses the mutual information between
each property and the error on the true labels to best separate error instances from
success instances hierarchically in the data. This allows to visualize common patterns
in model failure. The following information is available for this binary tree: error rate
(portion of instances in the node for which the model is incorrect, shown through the

8https://github.com/microsoft/responsible-ai-toolbox
9https://github.com/microsoft/responsible-ai-toolbox/blob/main/docs/erroranalysis-dashboard-

README.md
10https://github.com/microsoft/responsible-ai-toolbox/blob/main/docs/explanation-dashboard-

README.md
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intensity of color); error coverage (portion of all errors that fall into the node, shown
through the fill rate of the node) and data representation (number of instances in the
node, shown through the thickness of the incoming edge to the node along with the
actual total number of instances in the node).

Figure 1. Error tree for logistic regression model

This decision tree represents combined data on two branches. The root node con-
tains the information about the length of base noun in syllables. It allows for further
partitioning data into two groups, based on the following condition: if the number of
syllable is less than or greater than 3.5.

While the overall error rate is 14.71% for the whole dataset, the error rate can be as
high as 27.78%, which corresponds to the extreme right branchwith only one node, 10
out of 36 cases ofwrong classification (for base nouns of 4 or 5 syllables). Six nouns are
5-syllabic (gumanitarij ’humanitarian’, bogoslovi(e) ’theology’, artillerij(a) ’infantry’,
universitet ’university’, žurnalistik(a) ’journalism’, professional ’professional’), the other
four are 4-syllabic (veterinar ’vet’, vselennaj(a) ’universe’, čudovišč(e) ’monster’, dis-
trib’jutor ’distributor’).
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Figure 2. Error rate for the length of the base noun in syllables and phonological stress
position

More information can be found on the left branch. It can be divided into two sub-
branches and concerns errors for the nouns based on their phonological stress posi-
tion.

The out-most left subbranch concerns errors that occur in case when the length of
base noun in syllables is less than 3.5 and more than 1.5 (i.e. 2 and 3 syllabic nouns),
combined with the last stressed syllable property. The hierarchical error pattern here
shows that the error rate for this particular combination of properties is higher than
the average: 17.46%, 11 out of 63 nouns were misclassified. Among the misclassi-
fied nouns we encounter six 2-syllabic nouns (glav(a) ’leader’, dekabr’ ’December’,
latyn’ ’Latin’, sentjabr’ ’September’, senat ’senate’, raspad ’disintegration’) and five 3-
syllabic nouns (kardinal ’cardinal’, xoxlom(a) ’khokhloma (painting)’, seminar ’semi-
nar’, komitet ’committee’, monastyr’ ’monastery’).

The right subbranch of the tree is less interesting, since less errors can be found
here. The error rate is 14.29% which is slightly lower than the overall error rate, only
6 out of 42 selected nouns were incorrectly classified (monosyllabic and 2-syllabic
nouns where any syllable is stressed except for the last one). We will not focus on
these error subset and analyze two previous subsets in more details.

The error heatmap shown on Figure 2 allows to further investigate how the phono-
logical properties in question impact the error rate across data subsets. Indeed, the
highest error rates (up to 50%) are encountered for 5-syllabic base nouns, regardless
phonological stress position. This heat map reveals that the error rates are also visibly
higher for the nouns where the last syllable is stressed.
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In previous section we assessed properties of base nouns which are statistically
significant for suffix choice. Both the length of base noun in syllables andphonological
stress position were not listed among these properties. Hence error analysis suggests
that based one these properties we can isolate subsets of data with the highest error
rates. But does this mean that these features are correlated to model errors?

Interpretability dashboard allows the exploration of the top important features
that impact the overall model predictions. In previous section we saw that animacy,
the last phoneme of the stem and the inflectional class are statistically significant in
predicting if the suffix is -n- or -sk-. Not surprisingly, the visualizations available
within Responsible AI toolbox prove the same, as shown on Figure 3 (All data).
Moreover, it is possible to compare feature importance values for different selected
subgroups of data side by side, for instance, the subgroups with the highest error
rates (BaseLenStressPho: 2 and 3 syllabic nouns where the last syllable is stressed;
BaseLen: 4 and 5 syllabic nouns).

Based on the information on feature importance and the orderingwe can conclude
that, in general, the model behaves in the sameway on the whole data set and the two
subgroups with highest errors (the only difference concerns 4 and 5 syllabic nouns:
inflectional class appears to be slightly more important than the last phoneme for
this data subset). This means that the same base nouns features are leveraged for
predicting suffix across the three sets and that phonological stress position as well as
the length of base noun in syllables are useful to isolate the majority of model errors,
but they are not necessary correlated to these errors.

Figure 3. Top 3 features by their importance

In order to understand the reasons behind the erroneous predictions in test set we
will contrast them to train data and to correctly classified data. For consistency, we
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will isolate the same subgroups in train subset and correct predictions as for incorrect
predictions: 2 and 3 syllabic nouns with the last stressed syllable; 4 and 5 syllabic
nouns.

subset CH CC PNH CA CH CC PNH CA
train: -n- 9 42 10 113 2 2 0 43
test: correct -n- 0 15 0 25 0 1 0 13
test: incorrect -n- 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
train: -sk- 55 6 43 16 20 2 47 10
test: correct -sk- 7 0 5 0 3 0 9 0
test: incorrect -sk- 0 1 0 8 0 2 0 4

Table 6. Distribution of animacy across subsets:
2- and 3-syllabic nouns, the last stressed syllable | 4- and 5-syllabic nouns

(CH: ComHum, CC: ComConc, PNH: PropNHum, CA: ComAbst)

Table 6 presents the distribution of animacy across two subset: 2- and 3-syllabic
nouns with the last stressed syllable - in the left part of the table; 4- and 5-syllabic
nouns - in the right part. Three main trends are observed here. First, the distributions
of the most important base noun property to the suffix choice - animacy - are similar
between 2-3-syllabic nouns with the last stressed syllable and 4-5-syllabic nouns. For
instance, common abstract nouns are more numerous in both subsets for -n- training
data (113 and 43 cases respectively). We observe the same tendencies in training set
for -sk-: common human and proper non human nouns are the most represented (55
and 43 cases for the first subset and 20 and 47 - for the second). Second, train data dis-
tributions and correctly predicted data distributions follow the same patterns as well
(common abstract nouns are the ones that are most numerous for -n- classification
- 25 and 13 respectively in both subsets; similarly to train set, common human and
proper non human nouns correctly predicted are the most numerous for -sk- (7 and
5; 3 and 9)). The third observation concerns test set where animacy has distinct dis-
tributions between correctly and incorrectly predicted data. For instance, if we take
into consideration -n- distribution, we can see that common concrete nouns and com-
mon abstract nounswere correctly predictedwith -n- suffix, whereas common human
nouns (2 and 4 in both subsets) were mistakenly associated with -sk-. Similarly, with
-sk- distribution, common human and proper non-human nouns are correctly identi-
fied with -sk-, but some common concrete (1 and 2) and common abstract nouns (8
and 4) were mistakenly classified with -n-.

The error cases are the following:
1. 2- and 3-syllabic nouns, the last stressed syllable

• actual -n- suffix
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– ComHum: glav(a) ’leader’, kardinal ’cardinal’
• actual -sk- suffix

– ComConc: monastyr’ ’monastery’
– ComAbst: dekabr’ ’December’, komitet committee’, latyn’ ’Latin’, raspad

’disintegration’, seminar ’seminar’, senat ’senate’, sentjabr’ ’September’,
xoxlom(a) ’khokhloma (painting)’

2. 4- and 5-syllabic nouns
• actual -n- suffix

– ComHum: gumanitarij ’humanitarian’, professional ’professional’, veterinar
’vet’, čudovišč(e) ’monster’

• actual -sk- suffix
– ComConc: distrib’jutor ’distributor’, universitet ’university’
– ComAbst: artillerij(a) ’infantry’, bogoslovi(e) ’theology’, vselennaj(a) ’uni-

verse’, žurnalistik(a) ’journalism’
Even if the examples of common error patterns are not numerous, the conclusion is

that misclassified data follows in general the distribution which is the opposite to the
true suffix label. This can explain model errors: the model fails to discriminate cor-
rectly between two rival suffixes if the distribution of base noun properties is unusual
(compared to the training data) for a specific suffix.

6. Conclusion

A brief literature overview given in Section 2 suggests that the topic of affix rivalry
in denominal adjective formation in Russian is mostly approached with descriptive
methods, statistical studies performed on a big corpus are missing. The modelization
performed in Section 4 confirms the conclusions encountered in literature; in addi-
tion, it provides evidence on statistical significance of the properties of base nouns
that allow to discriminate between the rival suffixes. Moreover, the error analysis
performed in Section 5 sheds light on specific combination of properties that may be-
have differently and have a specific preference for the suffix which can’t be drawn
from the model.

This study was made using a logistic regression classifier in order to discriminate
between -n- and -sk- adjectival suffixes in Russian. Overall, the model performs very
well, with AUC ranging from 0.83 to 0.95, depending on train-test split. The choice of
a simple logistic regression classifier is driven by its high transparency, since it allows
an easy access to model parameters with feature importance and relevant statistics.
For instance, the following base noun properties are statistically significant to predict
-n- or -sk-: [+common,+human], [-common,+human] [+dental]-ending stems; to a
lesser extent - [+labial]-, [+alveolar]-, and [+velar]-ending stems, inflectional class
2 and 1.

Compared to logistic regression, other classificationmodelsmaynot be interpretable
that easily. Therefore, Responsible AI tools contribute to a better understanding of the
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output of ”black box” models. Even if logistic regression is transparent, it is never-
theless possible to get extra insights for this model through error analysis, and Re-
sponsible AI provides dashboards for relevant visual explorations which are easily
interpretable as well.

The main tool used for the present study is binary tree which allows to isolate sub-
sets of test data with the highest error rates. This complements the information about
the most relevant features for the classification task with information on features that
group data into subsets where model fails more often than on average. The overall
error rate of the model is 14.71%, however, -n- and -sk- data may be grouped into
subsets where error rates are even higher based on the length of the base noun in syl-
lables and phonological stress position: 2 and 3 syllabic nouns with the last stressed
syllable (11 nouns misclassified, error rate 17.46%), 4 and 5 syllabic nouns (10 nouns
misclassified, error rate: 27.78%). These two subsets group data with more than two
thirds of all misclassified nouns (11 false positives for -sk- and 19 false positives for
-n-).

However, if it is possible to isolate error cases by certain phonological patterns, it
does not necessarily implies that these exact patterns cause model failure. A closer
look on aggregate feature importance suggests that the same properties are important
for subclasses with the highest error rate and the whole data set. For instance, the
most statistically significant property of the base noun that contribute to the suffix
choice is animacy, and it remains significant across all the studied data sets (all data
and two data sets with highest errors). The model failure can be explained by some
cases of base noun properties distributions which do not follow the same patterns as
in training set.

One possible extension of this approach would be including the combination of
properties which lead to higher error rates as interaction terms in our model and to
test weather it improves overall accuracies of the model and decreases the error rate.
The approach used in this study should also be extended to additional binary classifi-
cation problems (-n-/-Ov- and -sk-/-Ov-) and itmay be applied to amulticlass classifi-
cation involving all the three suffixes. This could provide a finer-grained quantitative
evidence and potentially complete the discussion on suffix rivalry for denominal ad-
jectives in Russian.
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